Introduction.
The purpose of this note is to give a general method for constructing transformations which are weakly but not strongly mixing. The method will be given in a simple example from which its general features are clear. Applications of the method are given in [l] and [2] .
Preliminaries.
The examples will be of an invertible measure preserving transformation of the unit interval (equipped with the usual Lebesgue sets and Lebesgue measure).
The transformation will be constructed in a sequence of steps, each step enlarging the domain of definition of the transformation. The construction utilizes a geometric approach described in [l] which consists of mapping subintervals of the same length linearly onto each other, and of representing this geometrically by a figure in which each interval is placed below its image. Thus, if I1, ■ ■ ■ , In are pairwise disjoint subintervals of the unit interval, if they have the same length, and if we define r on Ulz\ P by mapping Ik linearly onto Ik+1, k = l, ■ ■ ■ , n -l (and leave t undefined elsewhere), the geometric figure that corresponds to this map consists of the intervals I1, ■ • ■ , I" arranged in a stack with I1 on the bottom and In on the top, and with the remaining intervals arranged in order between them, so that each point is located below its image. The action of the transformation can thus be regarded as an upward flow through the stack which ends when the top layer is reached, since the transformation is undefined there. Note that we have not assumed that the union of I1, • • • , I" is the unit interval.
The main advantage of the geometric approach is that many properties of transformations become much clearer when viewed in this way. Of course, the geometric figure associated with each stage of the definition is not necessary for the definition of the transformation nor for the proof of its properties. It serves simply as an aid in understanding the construction.
Theorem.
There exists an ergodic, invertible measure preserving transformation o which is weakly but not strongly mixing.
Proof. As indicated, the transformation will be constructed inductively. After the transformation is constructed, we will prove that it is not strongly mixing using a direct argument, and that it is weakly mixing by showing that its sole eigenvalue is the constant equal to one.
Step 1. We divide the unit interval into three pairwise disjoint and consecutive intervals which we denote by 7?i, 7}, T\, where 7j and I2 have the same length, and define ti by mappii g 7} linearly onto T\. The geometric figure that corresponds to Ti consists of the stack composed of the interval Ri with nothing above or below it, since t is undefined on Ri, and since i?i does not contain the image of any point under r, and next to this singleton stack, the stack composed of 7} and If with 7} on the bottom and I\ on the top. The length of i?i and the common length of I\ and l\ at the moment satisfy only the condition that p(Ri)+ 2p(I\) = 1, and will be further specified later.
Step n. We suppose that the unit interval is partitioned into p(n) +1 over the left-hand side.
The transformation rn+i is now defined by mapping I"+l linearly onto/5îî,*-l, • ■ -,p(n+l)-l.
Properties of {r"}. It is clear from the geometric interpretation that Tk+i=Tk on the domain of definition of t», and that lim*.,,,, rk exists. We may also see from the geometric interpretation that the limit exists almost everywhere on the unit interval if the lengths of Ri, I\, l\ are chosen properly. A simple calculation tells us that the proper choice is p(Rx) =p(I\) =p(lí) = 1/3, so that at the nth stage p(Rn)=p(It"), k = l, ■■■, p(n), and p(Rn) = l/(p(n) + l), p(n) = 2p(n-l) + l,p(l) = 2.
Properties of o-= limi:_>00 t*. We first show that <r is not strongly mixing. The property needed to see this is that a maps half of I%(n) into II, for each n, and that the class of sets fct" which are unions of some of the intervals {In, ■ ■ ■ , I^n)} can be used to approximate any set AE$ in the sense that linu-« p(AAA(k)) = 0 where A(n) is the set of dn for which p(AAA(n)) is a minimum (for n fixed). A simple argument then shows that
where 8(k)-*0. This would contradict strong mixing, since it would
To see that o has no eigenvalues other than the constant one, the property needed is that a maps half of /J(B) into I", as is needed to show that a is not strongly mixing, and the additional property that one quarter of 7£(B) is mapped into I" by a2. That one-quarter of IVnn) is mapped into I" by a2 can be seen by noting that half of 7£<B> is mapped into Rn+x, and that half of this set is mapped into In+U which is contained in I". We also need to know that the sets GLn approximate any set AE$, or what is the same thing, that any function measurable with respect to / can be approximated by a function /" measurable with respect to d", and having support on UfÜ?, 4, in the sense that lim/n =/ n-»m in Lx.
We next show that a cannot have an eigenvalue other than one corresponding to an eigenfunction / which is constant on one of the intervals jI", • • ■ , 7£<B)}, for some n, say on the interval I"0), I á ¿(0) á p(n). We have indicated that a maps 7* onto 7*+1, k = l, • • • ,p(n) -l, that er maps half of /iCn> onto IH and that a2 maps a quarter of I%{n) onto I". This clearly implies that opM maps half of 7*0> into 7*0> and that a"^+1 maps a quarter of 7j(0> into 7*<0). Hf = a on 7j<0) and if it has eigenvalue X, we would then have
If we let jc£7'(0)fVp(n)7*(0) anfj substitute in the first equation, we obtain a = \pMa.
If we let x£7*l0)ncrp('i)+17*(0> and substitute in the second equation, we obtain
These two equations then imply that X = 1. To see that a cannot have an eigenvalue other than one corresponding to a general eigenfunction (that is, other than those constant on some 7*(0)); note that for a fixed a¿¿0 and each e>0, there is an « and a k(0) such that |/-a\ <t for some constant a on a subset of 7*(0) of measure greater than (1 -t)p(In0)). If €<l/4, an argument similar to the previous one shows that from which it follows that X = 1.
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